
Sanctification and Fear

Isaiah 8:11-23



What does it mean the God is 
with Us?

+R +J



8:11-15

11For thus YHWH spoke, to me according to strength of 
the hand

And He was instructing me from walking in the road of 
this people, saying, 

12 “You (pl) are not going to say ‘Conspiracy’ with 
everything which it is saying, this people, conspiracy.

And its fear you will not fear and you (pl) will not dread. ”
13 “YHWH of the Armies—HE you (pl) will make holy! 
And HE will be your fear and HE your dread.”



14”And so He will be for a sanctuary and for a stone of 
collision and for a rock of offense for both houses of 
Israel a trapping net and a wooden snare to him who 
dwells in Jerusalem.  

15 “And they will stumble in them, many!
And they will fall and they will be broken 
and they will be snared and they will be caught”
16 “Lock up the testimony!
Seal up the teaching among my learners!
17 “And so I will wait for the LORD WHO is hiding  His 

face from the house of Jacob <<PAUSE>>
And I will powerfully wait for Him.
18Behold I and the children which He has given to me, 

YHWH, are for signs and wonders in Israel
From the company of the LORD of the Armies who 

resides on Mt Zion.



Structure of Isaiah’s Message

11 Forceful message from the Lord
12  Command not to fear

13 Command to fear
14-15  Rock of Sanctuary and 
Stumbling

16 Isaiah’s Command in response
17a Isaiah’s application regarding fear: 
wait

17b Forceful waiting by Isaiah



Isaiah 8:11-23

Vv11-15: Special Instructions for Isaiah 
from the LORD.  

Vv16-23: Isaiah’s Response to the 
Instructions.



V11: Summary of the LORD’s 
Message

11For thus He spoke, YHWH, to me 
according to strength of the hand

And He was instructing me from walking 
in the road of this people, saying, 

• The summary message sets Isaiah apart 
from the people.

• This is the essence of sanctification.



V12:  Interpretation of Current 
Events: Negative Command

12You (pl) are not going to say ‘Conspiracy’ 
with everything which it is saying, this 
people, conspiracy.

And its fear you (pl) will not fear (mora) 
and you (pl) will not dread(aratz).”



V 13: Interpretation of Current 
Events: Positive Command

13YHWH of the Armies—HE (DO) you (pl) will 
make holy (Hifil imperfect 2mp) PAUSE

And HE (emphatic pronoun) ___your fear and HE 
(emphatic pronoun) your dread.”

• Setting God apart or making Him Holy means to 
regard Him as He is by hearing, believing, and 
understanding His character.

• If we regard Him as He is there can be nothing to 
distract us or make us afraid.

• Therefore our being set apart to God means that 
He is set apart in our thinking.



Fear in the Bible and Isaiah 8
• There are two definitions for fear: 

– 1) being afraid of someone or something
– 2) being in worshipful awe of God

• These two concepts do not mean the same thing, though 
they use the same words in the original languages of the 
Bible.

• The relationship between the two kinds of fear 
highlights the corruption of man by sin.

• You are designed to have awe and respect for your 
Creator.

• You are forbidden to submit that awe to anyone or 
anything else.



Therefore

• Therefore fear of man or circumstances is forbidden in 
the Word of God while fear of the LORD is 
commanded.

• This is how the Lord applies the principle of 
sanctification in the book of Isaiah 8.



V14a: Interpretation of Current 
Events: Positive Results

14And so He will be for a sanctuary (holy place 
= miqdash) 



The Names of Jesus in Isaiah



Vv14b-15: Some Other Names 
of Jesus

14band for a stone of collision (EVEN NEGEPH) 
and for a rock of stumbling (TSUR MiKASHUL) 

for both houses of Israel a trapping net (LEPHAQ) 
and a wooden snare (MOQUESH) to him who 

dwells in Jerusalem.  
15And they will stumble (KASHAL, qal pf 3mp) in 

them, many PAUSE
And they will fall (NAPHAL) and they will be 

broken (SHABAR) and they will be snared 
(YAQOSH) and they will be caught (LAKAD)”
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V16: The Joke’s On The 
Rebellious

16Bind up the testimony PAUSE
Seal up the teaching (TORAH) among my 

learners (LIMMUD, from LAMAD—to 
learn)



17And so I will wait (CHAKAH) for the 
LORD WHO is hiding (SATAR) His face 
from the house of Jacob PAUSE

And I will powerfully wait (QAVAH) for 
Him.



The Purpose of Sanctification

18Behold I (emphatic pronoun) and the 
children which He has given to me, 
YHWH, are for signs (OT) and wonders 
(MOPHETH) in Israel

From the company of the LORD of the 
Armies who resides on Mt Zion.



19  And if they say to you, “Seek out the 
spiritists and the demon-possessed 
oracles, who twitter and mutter, should 
not a people their gods seek out? For the 
benefit of the living to the dead?!” 



20 To the teaching!  And to the testimony!
If they do not speak in accordance with 

these words, it is because there is not for 
it dawn.



21 And they will pass through it dejected 
and hungry

And so it will be that when they are 
famished

They will infuriate themselves and make 
light = curse their king and their gods 
and turn their faces upwards.



22 And at the land they will look 
And Behold: distress and darkness! Gloom 

of adversity!
And to darkness they will be driven



23 (9:1) But there will remain no gloom like 
her present distress 

Whereas in the first time He made light of 
=cursed the land of Zebulun and the land 
of Naphtali,

Later on He will make glorious (heavy)
The road of the sea on the other side of the 

Jordan, Galilee (the circle) of the 
Gentiles.


